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Overview



PicNic is an app and wearable ecosystem that diminishes scenarios in 
which users have negative feelings due to their allergies and dietary 

needs. Through a personalized profile, functions such us event 
planning, recommendations, and ingredient scanning allow the user an 

enhanced and more enjoyable dining experience.

Overview



inconvenient unsafe
People with allergies and restrictions don’t enjoy the dining experience 

because their current one is  and .

Problem Statement



inconvenient and unsafe,
burden

The difficulties that users with allergies and dietary restrictions face as 
a cause of their dining experience being  make 
them feel as if they are a  to the people around them, left out of 
social situations, and only have the option to eat food that they cook at 

home. 

Hypothesis



 dining experiences for people who are limited due to allergies 
and dietary restrictions by facilitating 

 that create a more  experience.

Enhance
technological and practical 

resources enjoyable

Goal



How was PicNic 
made?



Secondary 
Research



Sharing a meal is a 
universal experience 

that brings people 
together.



30,000 emergency room visits in the US 
are caused by food allergy reactions 

each year.
30,000
– Radke TJ, Brown LG, Faw B, et al. Restaurant Food Allergy Practices — Six Selected Sites, 

United States, 2014. MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep 2017;66:404–407.




Eating Safely is not easy for everyone



https://www.foodallergy.org/ / https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/ehs/ehsnet/plain_language/allergy-practices.htm


Emergency Room visits
30,000


Deaths every year
150-200


Food allergy reactions are 

responsible for an estimated:

Americans have food allergies
32 million




www.foodallergy.org


1 in 13 children suffer from food allergies




Initial Discoveries



Pain Points

Cooking

Users find it difficult to cook with recipes that are specific to their diet 

Users have difficulties locating items that meet their needs and stick to the 
same products because they know they are safe

Users with allergies and dietary restrictions have fear of cross-contamination 
and they have limited options

Grocery Shopping 

Dinning Out



Competitior Analysis



Opportunity

Build something that’s customizable, accessible, and user-friendly



People with allergies and dietary restrictions

Initial Target Audience



Primary Research



User 

Interviews

Cultural 

Probes

Expert 

Interviews

4 55710
Survey


Responses

Primary Research



“I eat a lot at home because 
I know what my food has.”

User Interviews

Quotes

“I usually read the labels to check that it 
does not contain anything I can’t eat.”

“I feel better when some of my friends who 
also share a dietary restriction is at the same 
table, I don’t feel too weird to ask 
for changes or have to look into every single 
ingredient.”

Restaurants do not have 
all the ingredients 
included in their menus

Importance of labels. necessary to 
read to confirm it’s safe

People feel more comfortable when 
they share a meal with someone who 
shares their allergy or restriction

Insights



Matthew  Kubiak

Art’s Manager

Ann Healy

PJ’s Manager

Dr. Sullivan

Family practice 
&

child allergy 
expert

Paola Andrade

Free life Café Manager

Interview Goal

Further our research by getting more 
perspectives on the topic of people 

with food allergies and dietary 
restrictions

Expert Interviews





Expert Interviews

Insights“Whenever it’s a strict allergy, we let the 
kitchen know, we use different knifes, 
different cutting boards, everything” 


- Matthew Kubiak 

It’s important for the user to have 
full transparency when it comes to 
their food options when dining out.

Experts try to help and advise 
people with allergiesavoid the 

allergen

“There is virtually nothing I can do for my 
patients besides tell them to 

.”

–Dr. Sullivan


we have options 
“For customers that have allergies, like 

gluten, for them because 
we cook to order–we can make it without 

soy.”

–Ann Healy




Cultural Probes
Lexi

Female, 20

Sean

Male, 25

Xaviera

Female, 20

Gabriella

Female, 21

Xaviera

Female, 20

Ramya

Female, 21

Kelly

Female, 16

Goal

Our cultural probe is an ethnographic approach 
to looking at our users’ personal experiences 
with food to gain deeper insights that’ll lead us 
to the root of their problems.




Cultural Probes

Insights



Exposed the user’s personal approach 
when facing problems in their daily life



Goal

Determine general 
commonalities between our 
target group, in order to narrow 
down their main pain points.

36%

43%
find  it difficult to cook, grocery 
shop and eat out due to their 
allergies and restrictions.

find  it difficult to find 

safe food when traveling

: Users specifically struggle in 
social events, home cooking and dining 

out

Insight

Survey



Refined Target Audience

Primary: People with allergies



Secondary: People with dietary 
restrictions and preferences




Affinitization



Community

Dining Out 


Culture

Life Style

SocialFeelings

Anxiety

Burden 

Left Out 

Insecurity

Reaction

Nutrition 


Knowledge


Medical
Time Consuming


Repetition 

Expensive 


Convenience

Key Insights



Feelings

Negative feelings arise from

food related situations.




Users prefer practicality and convenience.


Convenience



Social events are a main issue for 
people with restricted diets.

Social



It’s necessary for people to have adequate 
information on their own or others’ allergies 

and dietary restrictions.


Medical



How might we...


2. Reduce the number of stressful moments

in the day of a user with food allergies?

3. Use the allergies as a way to make their

experience enjoyable?

4. Eliminate the feeling of burden when

dealing with people around them with

different/less/no limitations? 

1. Reduce the number of accidents

happening with the EpiPen?



Preliminary Solution 1

Partnership with 
Instagram



Features:



Plug-in to  Instagram

Personalized preference 
filter

Informative Icons



Profile creation for allergies, 
restrictions & preferences


Pop up 
recommendations



Click green icon to 
get recipe



Preliminary Solution 2

Interactive Table Top



Features:



Interactive UI 

No  server needed

Allows personalization




Interactive table top menu
 Orange highlights partial 
selection for info and 
possible changes to dish




Preliminary Solution 3

Shareable Profile



Features:



Profile sharing

Recommendations

Inclusive

Efficient decision 
making 


Profile includes  allergies, 
restrictions & preferences



Event invite notification


 Event overview



 Display of  shared profiles 
(host)


Display of  
recommendations




Preliminary Solution 4

Epi pen modification 



Features: 



Attaches to phone

Emergency alert

Epipen

GPS

Emergency ID




Fill out medical ID Medical ID on display



Define



Personality Bio



 

Demographics 



 

Frustrations


Motivations
Her own safety and well-being 

Enjoy meal with friends 

Having peace of mind while eating out 

Being able to manage her anxiety while in social situations 

Persona

Lisa Jones
“I feel anxious when other people order food I 
enjoy but am not able to consume because I’m 

allergic”

Goals 

Junior at University of Chicago, while enjoying her 
own cooking abilities, she loves spending time with 
friends. She likes to make herself busy with university 
activities, social gatherings, and personal projects, 
giving her limited time for household chores.  Her 
hobbies vary between dancing in the university’s club, 
as well as helping the homeless in the city of Chicago. 
While enjoying eating out in her favorite restaurants, 
she often finds it troublesome to find adequate 
options due to her allergies, forcing her to even avoid 
these situations completely.  

Age: 20

Occupation: Pre-med student  

Status: Single

Hometown: Pittsburg, Pa 

Current Location: Chicago 

Allergies/restrictions: Gluten, Dairy 

Favorite Food: Mexican 

Favorite Restaurant: Chipotle

Archetype: Urban Young Explorer 

Feels a burden when she brings up her allergies during events

Feels sick when she ingests a food allergen 

Needs to carry a home-cooked tupper to social gatherings  

ExtrovertIntrovert

Team PlayerSolo



User Journey

Lisa and her friends go to a 
restaurant 

Looks at the menu and finds out 
there is only one option she can 
eat. 

She orders that but her friends 
order food she wishes she could 
eat 

Her friends ask why she isn’t 
eating real food. She explains her 
many allergies 

Embarassed to explain her 
many allergies 

Exited to meet her friends 
but worries about her 
allergies 

Plan around Lisa’s allergies Digital menu collecting 
Lisa’s Allergy data 

Server can identify a 
wearable ID or Lisa’s allergy 
profile 

Friends can share and learn 
about eachother’s dietry 
restriction profile 

Upset to find there are little 
options for her 

Envies her friends’ ability to 
eat anything off of the menu 

St
ag

e

Plans Disappointment Burden

Lisa Jones
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Persona

Milo Smith
“I repeat recipes and I get bored as I am limited, 

there is no variety”

Milo is a recent animation grad student working 
in a small studio. He is very devoted to his job, 
wife, and family, having himself work around a 
tight schedule. During his 6 months of working 
experience in Atlanta, he has gotten to travel all 
around the nation, recruiting thriving animators, 
as well as meeting with various studio owners. 
Even though he is an introvert, he is always up 
for challenges and is completely devoted to his 
job above all things. He’s been vegan since he 
started his undergraduate studies after learning 
about the environmental impact of animal 
products, and as everything he does, he is giving 
it his complete effort. Even though he has a 
strong ethic, and is strict with his eating regimen, 
he often struggles when finding suitable and new 
options, forcing him to go for the same old 
choices due to his lack of time. 

Bio Peronality

Fustrations

Goals

Motivations

Demographics 


ExtrovertIntrovert

Team PlayerSolo

Dedication

Creativity

Eating the same food every day 

Finding food that he and his wife, who isn’t vegan, can both 
eat

Managing his time to find recipes, cook, and complete 
personal portfolio pieces 

Having his diet be time-consuming due to the lack of options


Enjoy sharing experiences with his wife and coworkers

Finding new things to eat 

Challenging himself to approach others in social encounters

Gaining field experience to land a job in Blue Sky Studios  

Giving his 150% in everything he does


Environmental wellness 

His own health 

Thrive in his job

Make his wife happy


Age: 27

Occupation: Animator 

Status: Married

Hometown: San Francisco, Ca 

Current Location: Atlanta, GA

Allergies/restrictions: Vegan 

Favorite Food: Vegan pizza

Favorite Restaurant: Your Pie

Archetype: Young Informed Professional



User Journey

Milo and his wife are 
hungry and want to cook 

O
pp

or
tu

ni
ty

Fe
el

in
gs

A
cti

on
s

St
ag

e

They Google search recipes that 
they’d both eat. They don’t find 
anything that works for them 

They decide to cook the same 
meal they usually do 

Hungry and wants to try 
something new 

Intuitive way to find or 
plan recipes 

Intuitive way to find or plan 
recipes 

Way to coordinate meals to 
cook with people 

Meal plan for dishes that will 
suit each person involved 

Upset that they can’t find 
meals that meet both of 
their needs 

Dissappointed in having to 
cook the same meal again 

Need Attempt Alt Solution

Milo Smith



Persona

Kaleb Davis
“It’s really hard and stressing to try to control 

everything she eats”

Kaleb is a proud father of his 4 year old daughter 
Dominique, who’s allergic to peanuts. He works 
as an accountant in Miami while Dominique is in 
daycare. He’s constantly worried about his 
daughter’s safety when she comes into contact 
with food out of his sight, so he packs lunch for 
her every day and carefully monitors everything 
she eats when they go out to restaurants. He is 
very thankful for his daughter, and how incredibly 
patient she is with him, mainly considering how 
he has to be on top of her with regards to her 
eating habits. He finds meal preps and research 
for her daughter’s allergies really time consuming, 
but as cautious as he is, he prefers his daughter’s 
safety over anything.

Bio Peronality

Fustrations

Goals

Motivations

Demographics 


ExtrovertIntrovert

Team PlayerSolo

Dedication

Creativity

Age: 37 

Occupation: Accountant

Status: Widowed/ Engaged 

Hometown: Miami, Fl 

Current Location: Miami, Fl

Allergies/restrictions: N/A 

Favorite Food: Steak

Favorite Restaurant: The Vault

Archetype: Devoted Caregiver

Uncertainty of his daughter’s safety while he is not around

Feeling obligated to share daughter’s allergy to avoid accidents

Daily meal prep is very time consuming


Make the eating experience safe for his daughter

Have her teachers and other parents informed of her allergies 
when he’s not around

Be able to invest less time on meal prep while feeling good 
about his child’s safety

Making dining activities less time consuming while keeping it 
interesting




Persona

Dominique Davis

Demographics 


Age: 4

Occupation: ???

Hometown: Miami, Fl 

Current Location: Miami, Fl

Allergies/restrictions: Peanuts Allergy 

Favorite Food: Ice Cream

Favorite Restaurant: Mc Donalds 

Archetype: Curious Explorer 

Dominique is a curious 4-year-old girl that loves 
spending time with her father as well as getting 
her hands on everything that surrounds her. She 
also loves to share her snacks with her friends 
but doesn’t really understand why her father gets 
stressed about her eating off of any of the other 
kids’ snacks. Anyway she is really patient and 
obedient, and hates to make her father mad.  

Bio

Peronality

Fustrations

Goals

Motivations

ExtrovertIntrovert

Team PlayerSolo

Kids don’t understand her food allergy 

Sometimes she can’t eat the same food like other kids in 
her class especially on fun days like birthdays. 

Her father is constantly reminding her over and over again 
not to 



Make friends with everyone in her class 

Share in all the activities at her school 


Make friends and enjoy kindergarden 

Exploring different things





User Journey

Kaleb packs a sandwich 
for Dominique 

Kaleb drives himself to work and 
doesn’t see his daughter all day 

He recieves a call that 
Dominique is having a reaction 

This is the safest way for her 
to eat at school 

Pair our solution with the 
lunchbox to make safe 
eating more fun 

Notify Kaleb that lunch 
went well 

Have adults in charge of 
Dominique’s allergy 

Wearable paired to 
emergency 

Worries about her leaving 
his sight 

Panics and wish there was a 
way she could have been 
more careful out of sight 

O
pp

or
tu

ni
ty

Fe
el
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A
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How Might We

How might we alleviate users’ negative feelings and reduce 
challenges surrounding  food in order to create a more 

enjoyable experience?



avoid
An ecosystem (app and device) that facilitates the sharing and 

retrieving of information to  scenarios in which users have 
negative feelings due to their allergies and dietary needs.

Concept



Convenience Social

Feelings

Medical

Key Insights



Recommendations Event Planning

Personalized Profile

Scanning

Key Features



How was PicNic 
designed?



Design Questions

How would users share their dietary profile?


How can users discreetly select restaurants

based on their dietary profile?


How would the device scan ingredients

and provide feedback for the user? 




Prototype Process



Prototype Process

Initial form Mid - Fi Prototype



Prototype Process

Final Product

Detachable scanning device



Prototype Process

Final Product

Customizable designs



User Testing Prototype

Used to test size, material and feel of 
the product.





App - Mid Fidelity

Main focus was on the placement, functions and 
consistency of the screens in order to determine 
the overall functionality and flow of the app.





User Testing

Questionnaires

(Allergies)

13
Questionnaires


(Dietary Restrictions)

5
Questionnaires

(Preferences)

15

Quasi Emperical 

User Testing

Expert 

Reviews

4 10



Expert Review

4.28Overall Score: /5

Functionality 4

Consistency 4

Ease of Navigation 5

Convenience 5

Information Delivery 4

Engagement 4

Intuitive 4

“A lot of apps are using white and just 
one color accent to allow dark mode.

Senior UX Design Major

Flux - UX Club Director




”

Dane Galbraith





Expert Review

“Decrease amount of icons and steps to 
follow to make it more user friendly.

Senior UX Design Major

Flux - UX Club Officer




”

Geethika Simhadri



4.07Overall Score: /5

Functionality 4

Consistency 4

Ease of Navigation 4

Convenience 5

Information Delivery 4

Engagement 3.5

Intuitive 4



Expert Review

“Go back and figure out two paths- a user 
journey’ for one who’s intrested in 

restaurants and a user journey who’s 
interested in recipes.”

Creative Technology Professor

Ad Club Faculty Advisor




Dustin Thomas



3Overall Score: /5

Functionality 3

Consistency 4

Ease of Navigation 3

Convenience 4

Information Delivery 2

Engagement 3

Intuitive 2



Expert Review

“Don’t forget to add an example of what 
it looks like when the user is invited to a 

food event.”

Interactive Design Graduate




Kristian Bocage



3Overall Score: /5

Functionality 3

Consistency 4

Ease of Navigation 4

Convenience 3

Information Delivery 2

Engagement 2

Intuitive 3



Questionnaire (Allergies)

4.8

Questionnaire Average

I would use PicNic again 4.5

PicNic would help me be more effective 4.3

I would recommend PicNic to a friend 4.5

I found PicNic easy to use 4.6

I found the functions of PicNic useful 4.6

I thought PicNic was a resource that 

makes the dining experience more 4.2

I thought PicNic had inconsistencies 1.8

I learned to use PicNic easily 4.2

PicNic facilitates the planning of 4.4

PicNic is convenient

enjoyable

social gatherings

4.3
Overall Score: 


/5



Questionnaire (Dietary Restrictions)

Questionnaire Average

I would use PicNic again 4

PicNic would help me be more effective 4.6

I would recommend PicNic to a friend 4.6

I found PicNic easy to use 4.2

I found the functions of PicNic useful 4.6

I thought PicNic was a resource that 

makes the dining experience more 3.8

I thought PicNic had inconsistencies 1.8

I learned to use PicNic easily 4

PicNic facilitates the planning of 4.6

PicNic is convenient 4.6

enjoyable

social gatherings

4.2
Overall Score: 


/5



Questionnaire (Preferences)

Questionnaire Average

I would use PicNic again 4.3

PicNic would help me be more effective 4.1

I would recommend PicNic to a friend 4.8

I found PicNic easy to use 4.1

I found the functions of PicNic useful 4.2

I thought PicNic was a resource that 

makes the dining experience more 3.9

I thought PicNic had inconsistencies 2.3

I learned to use PicNic easily 4

PicNic facilitates the planning of 4.5

PicNic is convenient 4.5

enjoyable

social gatherings

4.1
Overall Score: 


/5



Quasi Emperical User Testing

Tasks


6 


Sign up and create your profile



View a previous ingredient scan 



Create an event



Search for a specific restaurant



Find your ID cards 



Find your saved items




Navigation is confusing 

Hamburger menu 
revealing navigation 

#1 #3#2

Include an explanation for 
every icon during first use 

Have the name of the 
tab appear at the top 
bar 

“What does this icon mean?” 

(Quasi Empirical User Testing)


“Where should I go?” 

(Quasi Empirical User Testing)


Problem Solutions



Unclear on how a paired 
device works hand-in-hand 
with the app 

“What does the scanning screen do?” 

(Quasi Empirical User Testing)


Have a picture of the 
actual paired devices 

#1 #2

Explanation in a pop-up 
notification 

Problem Solutions



Having restaurants and 
recipes mixed together isn’t 
user intuitive 

“Why do I get recipes and 
restaurants at the same time?” 

(Quasi Empirical User Testing)


Problem Solutions



Likes

“I like the light use of color, simple but modern” 

(Quasi Empirical User Testing)

“The variety of features made the app be more than what I expected” 

(Quasi Empirical User Testing)

“Overall it’s self explanatory, and tackles the proble,” 

(Expert Review)



Navigation, features, hierarchy



“Where should I go?” 

(Quasi Empirical User Testing)


“What does the scanning screen do?” 

(Quasi Empirical User Testing)

“Why do I get recipes and 
restaurants at the same time?” 

(Quasi Empirical User Testing)

Points of Confusion



App - High Fidelity



Key Features



Personalized Profile



Through their dietary profile, users 
can view past and saved recipes and 

restauraunts, search and scan for 
friends, and manage their settings.

Personalized Profile



Restaurants and recipes curated to 
your personal dietary profile assist in 
avoiding boring and repetitive meals. 

Recommendations



Facilitated event planning. 

This feature considers the 
dietary needs of all event 
participants and suggests 

options suitable for everyone.

Event Planning



Paired devices allow the user to 
scan the ingredients of their food 

and automatically log the data 
into their accounts.

Scanning



Picnic is an app and bluetooth 
connected wearable device that 

alleviates user’s stress and 
bridges the gap between people 

with restrictions and people 
without restrictions


